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Major Access Routes: 
The Island Highway 19 provides paved road access along the eastern side of the Sutton Range between the 
communities of Sayward and Woss. Logging road mainlines branch off from the Island Highway into the White 
River, Adam River, Eve River and Davie River valleys and all can be used to approach the mountains.

White River Main: Leave the Island Highway at the Sayward Junction, 64km north of Campbell River. Turn left 
and keep straight passing a sudden right fork at Dyer Road. Cross the White River and turn right on Hern Road. 
Turn right yet again at a funky junction and after 200m turn left up a steep hill on to the gravel White River Main. 
Halfway up the valley (18.5km) a sharp right leads down to the White River and a bridge. White River Main 
crosses the bridge and continues upriver on the west side (on the east side is Victoria Main). About 30 km from 
the highway is a T-junction with Stewart Main. For Victoria Peak and Warden turn right keeping on White River 
Main. At 38km pass the junction with Kokummi Main and head left over a small bridge back to the east bank 
of the White River. 
Upper Adam Main: Heads south 10km north of Sayward off the Island Highway into the east side of Schoen Lake 
Park. Joins Moakwa Main through Gerald Creek & links on to the White River Main.
Nimpkish Road: A public gravel road running along the west side of the Sutton Range between Gold River 
and Woss. This road has several spurs which provide access into the Sutton Range including: East and West 
Mains, Lower Alston Road, Murlock Road, Stuart Road, Fiona Road the Mt. Cain access road and Davie Main 
into the west side of Schoen Lake Park. 
To reach the south end of Nimpkish Road drive to Gold River on Highway 28, 90 km west of Campbell River. To 
reach the north end of Nimpkish Road drive north on the Island Highway from Campbell River to the Schoen 
Lake-Mt. Cain junction 119 km north of Campbell River and 21 km south of Woss.
West Main: West and East Main are a pair of logging roads that follow both banks of the Gold River from its 
confluence with Muchalet Creek northward toward Victoria Peak. East Main is the most heavily used and best 
maintained of the two but a hookup must be used to cross onto West Main higher up as the roads diverge 
and East Main turns east toward Horseshoe Creek and West Main continues direct to Twaddle Lake and the 
southwest flanks of Victoria Peak.
Locate East Main by keeping right on the main road immediately before the town centre of Gold River following 
the signs for Tahsis and Woss as far as the high bridge over the Gold River. At the junction west of the bridge turn 
right following the signs for Woss. About 6.5km past the Gold River town centre junction turn right onto East 
Road and cross back over the Gold River on a bridge. A T junction between West and East roads is immediately 
on the other side of the bridge. Check for any logging company signs indicating which may be the better road. 
Ultimately it is West Main to Twaddle Lake that is required to reach the Sutton Range.

Government & Logging Companies:
BC Parks - 1812 Miracle Beach Drive, Black Creek, BC, V9J1K1  Ph: 250-337-2405
Campbell River Forest District - 370 South Dogwood Street, Campbell River, B.C. V9W 6Y7  Ph: 250-286-9490
Island Timberlands Limited Partnership - 4th Floor, 65 Front Street Nanaimo, BC V9R 5H9  Ph: 250-755-3500
Timberwest Campbell River - 4475 NI Highway Campbell River, BC V9W 5C5 Ph: 250-286-7300
Western Forest Products - #118 – 1334 Island Hwy. Campbell River, BC V9W 8C9 Ph: 250 286-3767

Other Information Sources:
• Island Alpine 1st edition, Philip Stone ISBN 0-9680766-5-3 www.wildisle.ca
• Hiking Trails lll - Northern Vancouver Island & Strathcona Park - 10th Edition, 2008, by Gil Parker V.I.T.I.S.
• Beyond Nootka - A Historical Perspective of Vancouver Island Mountains by Lindsay Elms, www.beyondnootka.com
• BC Parks web site: www.env.gov.bc.ca/bcparks/
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Victoria Peak

Aerial view of Victoria and Warden peaks as seen from the northeast, June.

Victoria Peak 
7,095 ft / 2,163m
Even amongst a range of mountain peaks with unusual character, Victoria Peak stands out as 
a bit of an oddball. Not that it’s not an attractive mountain by any means. In fact from certain 
angles, especially the southeast and northwest its fang-like outline is an awesome and inspiring 
sight. But then from other angles, like the south, Victoria Peak has a shape more like a worn-down molar.  
With its distinctive form Victoria, and its satellite Warden Peak, are distinctive landmarks from Campbell River and 
the adjacent Discovery Islands. They rise high out of the White River with no mountains of comparable elevation 
nearby. The peaks have excellent rock and an alpine scale and character unrivalled outside of Strathcona Park. 
The high logging road access from the White and Gold Rivers make Victoria Peak a viable day trip objective at 
the high cost of the once splendid forests that filled the surrounding valleys. In an interesting twist of fate newer 
logging roads in the Consort Creek valley have made access to the original approach route from the east more 
viable for modern-day 4x4 driving alpinists.
The Victoria-Warden massif is the remnants of an extinct volcano’s lava core. The rock on the peak, not surprisingly, 
is very solid offering superb climbing. Many of the obvious lines have been climbed but there are still some great 
routes to be done especially in winter. The Victoria Glacier makes an excellent short ski tour with some long descents. 
First Recorded Ascent: Frank Stapley, Dave Williamson August 1960
First Winter Ascent: Unknown
Map Sheet: 92 L/1 Schoen Lake - GR 0748
Approaches: Victoria Peak can be reached either from Sayward via the White River Main logging road or from Gold 
River via Twaddle Lake on the East or West Main roads. The choice of road system is important depending on the 
objective. For the standard South Face route either road system works equally well with branch roads WR500 from 
the White River and W79 from East Main pinching in at the north and south sides, respectively, of the approach 
spur ridge. For routes on the north and west faces, and including Warden Peak, the White River Main to either 
branch WR381 or WR500 are the best choices. 
Although infrequently used the Consort Creek logging road system gains comparable elevation and offers a good, 
direct alternative approach to the East Ridge and South Face Routes and the east face of Warden Peak. 

Summer
Winter
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White River: Follow the driving directions for White River Main in the Sutton Range introduction, as far as the 
junction with Kokummi Main and cross the upper White River bridge. 
To reach the standard routes on the South Face via the lower south ridge continue along the White River Main 
to branch WR500 which breaks off to the left (east). At the time of writing the yellow sign indicating WR500 is 
missing or not visible due to thick vegetation. The spur is notable for its broad exit onto the mainline, encroaching 
bush and WR600 is clearly marked, WR500 is the branch before. The first kilometre or so cuts across a very steep 
hillside and the road cut is prone to rockslides. However A.T.T.P. this part of the road had seen recent maintenance 
and, while steep and rutted, was passable by any good 4x4.
Keep to the main branch as it switchbacks up and then makes a long run into a broad hanging valley to the southwest 
of the mountain.  At an elevation of 900m the road crosses a bridge and heads up the slope on the flank of Victoria 
Peak. About 5km up the road is an important junction at  50.0395°, -126.1275°. 
Keeping left (actually more straight) the main branch crosses the hillside, over the main creek draining the southwest 
flanks of Victoria Peak terminating at a high point of about 1,050m. At the last switchback before the end of the 
road (  50.0484°, -126.1260°) it is only about 1.5km to the west knoll camp so this road can be used to access 
Warden Peak and the routes on Victoria Peak’s west and north aspects.
Turning right at the km5 junction the road condition deteriorates as it is much older. Drive as far as possible ignoring 
the appealing, lower spur to the right and take the second right to its very end (  50.0377°, -126.1200°). Following 
this description from the end of this road spur provides the fastest and least bushy approach onto the lower south 
ridge. This is especially important as new logging from the Gold River side (W79) has made approaching from 
the lower spur problematic.
From the end of the road locate a well-trodden elk trail that follows the old hoe-track up through the edge of the 
cut-block to the edge of a steep creek. Just a bit lower than the top of the cut-block at an elevation of ~1,090m cross 
the creek and traverse straight across the slope aiming for a very small open meadow at  50.0357°, -126.1191°. 
Finding this meadow will save some grief crossing an otherwise quite bushy avalanche path but it’s a short thrash 
regardless. Continue traversing through incredibly open forest gaining minimal elevation, no higher than 1,200m 
until a major creek curves into view on the right. Keep above the creek and follow it into a strikingly pretty meadow 
at the bottom of a basin (  50.0325°, -126.1147°). From here the real ascent starts.
Ascend the steep slope south to southwest to gain the crest of a forested ridge at a prominent elk wallow at 1,300m 
elevation (  50.0300°, -126.1145°). From here the route finding becomes very straightforward, simply follow the 
remainder of this spur ridge up to the main lower south ridge, turn left toward Victoria Peak and follow the well-
worn tread. The ridge is a beautiful hike in its own right with small alpine lakes and incredible views of Strathcona 
Park, Nootka Sound and back toward Campbell River.
The tread gradually ascends the crest of the lower south ridge. The first half is very easy to follow. The best camp, if 
over-nighting, and most reliable late-season drinking water is at a cluster of tarns at 1,525m elevation (  50.0361°, 
-126.1087°). Beyond the terrain is more rugged and dries out through late summer. 

West aspect of Victoria-Warden massif as seen from Kokummi Main, July
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Victoria Peak

For routes on Victoria Peak’s north and west faces and Warden Peak, either use the previous details from the 
northerly spurs roads of WR500 and strike northward up the slope to the west knoll camp, or use branch WR380 
which doesn’t ascend quite as high but does set up a more direct approach line up the lower west ridge and will 
likely be extended as logging progresses up the hillside. 
Locate WR381 about 1.5km past the White River Main bridge at 39km. Ignore the first left spur (WR380) which 
used to be used as access for Warden Peak and follow the road as it makes a long cut across the hillside southward 
and then makes a series of switchbacks to gain the same high valley as WR500 but on the north side of the creek 
system draining the basin. Ignore the first two righthand spurs as far as the important junction ~4km up the road 
(  50.0530°, -126.1383°) . Take this righthand spur and follow it to the current highpoint of WR381 at 950m 
elevation at a position of  50.0566°, -126.1350°. Looking at the remaining forest on this slope it is likely that 
this road will continue higher up in the future.
From the highest point of the road head up the forested lower west ridge of Victoria Peak to the very prominent 
sub-alpine shelf at the west knoll camp at an elevation of ~1,300m (  50.0557°, -126.1233°). The west & north 
faces and Warden Peak can be reached from here.
East & West Main from Gold River: An alternative access for the lower south ridge approach to the standard routes 
on the south face via Twaddle Lake. There is a hookup road between the Gold River and White River road systems.
From Campbell River head west on Highway 28 toward Gold River. Follow Highway 28 all the way to Gold River 
Visitor Info Centre on the right side of the highway at a crossroad 87km west of Campbell River. To the left is the 
downtown centre, to the right the pub. Keep heading straight following directions for Tahsis and Woss. At 2.75km 
the road reaches a bridge over the Gold River and on the west side is a T junction. Turn right following signs for 
Tsaxana and Woss. Pass the junction into Tsaxana keeping to the left toward Woss on the main gravel road.
At 6.4km from the Gold River visitor information centre turn right onto East Road and cross a bridge over the Gold 
River. At the T junction West Road is to the left and East Road to the right. Both roads follow their respective sides 
of the Gold River valley.
Take either road depending on conditions and current logging activity. On East Road at a junction at km 35 stay left 
and cross the Gold River to join West Road. (East Road to the right heads toward Gold Lake and Horseshoe Creek). 
West Road follows the west side of a tributary of the Gold River to Twaddle Lake.
Past Twaddle Lake turn right on W79 and follow this road to its high point on the southwest flank of the south ridge 
of Victoria Peak. A short steep hike from the road leads up on to the crest of the beautiful lower south ridge that 
runs north straight to the mountain. If camping aim for the tarns at 1,525m elevation (  50.0361°, -126.1087°).
Consort Creek: New logging roads in Consort Creek on Victoria Peaks east flanks now open this original route to 
the mountain. Follow the driving directions for the White River Main and at 30km turn left onto Stewart Main and 
cross a bridge to the east side of the White River. Just past the bridge is a junction. Keep to the left and follow the 
main road to a junction at the north end of Stewart Lake. Turn right to the west shore of Stewart Lake and keep right 
as the road cuts into the Consort Creek valley under Victoria Peak’s east flanks. 

Looking along the lower south ridge toward Victoria Peak, October. The south face of Victoria Peak’s upper summit tower from the access point into the south cirque, August.

High spur roads lead to the saddle between Queen Peak and the Victoria-Warden massif. Above this saddle is a 
bushy ridge that rises straight up to join the lower south ridge approach at the last flat spot on the main south ridge 
before the southeast snowfield. The base of the East Ridge is also best accessed from this road system.
Additional Info: Island Alpine p. 346 IB 1993 p.28, IB: 1995 p.15, 1999 p.24, 2013 p.33, 2008 p.17, 2009 p.5, 
WIM #9 p.18

Routes
SR    South Ridge   ***  D   5.8 (lll)      300m            
Approach directly toward the base of the southwest face from WR500 or hike up the lower south ridge and make a 
descending traverse down to the base. Head up into the gully below the notch where the lower south ridge meets 
the upper summit tower. Climb up the left side of the gully 100m to gain the crest of the South Ridge. Continue 
along the crest of the ridge over short steep steps with two pitches up to 5.8.
FA: Mike Norton, Scott Jackson, 12, June 2000

SF    South Face   **  PD   low 5th class (ll)   1,000m
The South Face is the easiest and standard route up Victoria Peak. There are two main variations. By either line this is 
a fairly committing climb considering the technical difficulty and has some very adventurous character as it weaves 
down through the south cirque and up a crafty series of ledges to the summit. Most ascents are undertaken as a 
day trip but for slower parties or those seeking a more immersive experience a camp along the lower south ridge 
makes an ideal staging point for the summit climb.
Approach from either the White River or Gold River logging roads and hike up onto the lower south ridge. Follow 
the well cairned route along the ridge. The best camp is at a cluster of tarns at 1,525m elevation (50.0361°, 
-126.1087°) located on a alpine terrace just beyond the obvious lightening strike fire-burn. Continue up the lower 
ridge. In early season with good snow cover the route isn’t as important as in later season when a series of wide 
boulderfields  makes seeking the worn path much more efficient. Work up a series of terraces on the east side of 
the ridge and onto the wide open ridge crest at around 1,850m elevation. Keep to the east edge of the ridge and 
descend slightly to a small, ledge of red rock at  50.0487°, -126.0996° overlooking the south cirque. From this 
ledge it is useful to assess the route up the summit tower, before descending into the cirque.
Locate the obvious best line down into the south cirque. Seasonal snow cover can significantly alter the character 
of the snowslopes here. In early season the upper ledges leading into the cirque can be banked out with snow 
adding some exposure from the cliffs below. As the seasonal snow melts off the ledges widen making it easier 
and less exposed to reach the snow. Care is still needed as deep moats form below the access point onto the snow 
Some parties may choose to rappel or employ a roped belay for the first 100m into the cirque. 
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Victoria Peak

Once down in the cirque traverse the snowfield across the highest, easiest bench system (see photo above). There 
is a possible, seasonal,  camp at a shelf of smooth, rusty red rock, with reliable water, from the snow melt, nearby. 
From this shelf make a rising traverse across the main snowfield. In late season there can be some exposed ice 
here. Choose which route to take through the intimidating cliff band guarding the access to the upper mountain.
OR  The Original Route starts from higher up the snowfield on a series of stepped ledges. The ledges lead rightward 
up into a steep, hidden left-facing corner which can be climbed with a short pitch at about 5.7. Once through the 
lower cliff band make a rising traverse rightward up talus slopes and 3rd class ledges to join the more commonly 
used route from the Two-Step Ledges. By whichever route used for the ascent, if carrying a rope, this is a quick way 
to descend with rappel anchors easy to locate at the top of the corner.
Two-Step Ledges Although this line covers significantly more distance than the Original Route and is of similar 
technical difficulty it has become the more popular choice to reach the summit. Having previously identified the 
correct ledge system make a rising traverse across the main snowfield to its start. 
Note there are several parallel ledge systems crossing the base of the south face. The lower ledges have signs of 
travel and have been used but, while possible, they add additional time and distance to an already lengthy climb. 
Make sure to take the higher ledge which is reached from a low-angle gully hidden behind a rock face. 
Scramble up the hidden gully (the first step). The gully is about 20m and is loose, dusty and exposed. Although 
only 3rd to 4th class it is precarious to ascend and descend un-roped. From the top of the first step traverse the 
narrow but ample ledge ahead rightward (east) on a nice tread or seasonal snow. About 80m across the ledge 
the second step, a wider, easier gully, leads up ~20m of 3rd class to another ledge. Follow this ledge rightward 
~60m to a point overlooking a deep chasm which bounds the north side of the East Ridge which converges here.
Above the ledge is the last and shortest part of the cliff band this long traverse has been trying to outflank. But 
the ledge has run out of room and there’s no choice except to go up.  A 22m pitch takes a line of weakness up 
some 4th class steps into a right-facing corner. An exposed 5.7 move up the corner leads onto a good ledge. Trend 
slightly right onto some beautiful red rock making one more ~5.5 move to reach a boulder belay anchor. Above, 
the climbing returns to 3rd and 4th class.
From the anchor at the top of the 5th class step two cairned treads head off to the left toward the upper amphitheatre. 
They converge ~100m up. Make a rising traverse keeping below the obviously steeper, black summit towers. 
Scramble up short 4th class gullies and 3rd class ledges Expect seasonal snow here until early summer. As the 

Victoria Peak south face seen from Salmon Peak, July.
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Victoria Peak

Victoria Peak northwest face and Victoria Glacier as seen from the summit of Warden Peak, July.North aspect of Victoria and Warden peaks from the White River Main logging road, July.
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NE   Northeast Buttress   ***  D   5.8 (lll)       400m 
Approach the base of the buttress from Victoria Glacier. Climb eight pitches direct up the steep buttress crest with 
good protection and solid rock. Incredible exposure, views toward Campbell River and big alpine character. Finish on 
northeast summit. To reach the main summit traverse boulder field across ridge crest. Descend route by rappel back 
to Victoria Glacier or take the South Face route down to the lower south ridge. It is possible to drop down the west 
side off the lower south ridge and traverse back to the Victoria Glacier under the west face if camping on that side.
FA: Greg Foweraker, Don Newman, 1986

BM  Boys to Men   ** D   5.10a    400m
Follows the Northeast Buttress route until the gap in the snowfield. From there it trends right and more or less 
goes straight up the left (east) side of the north face, following gullies and cracks. A total of 8 pitches mostly 5.8 
with a solid crux at 5.10a.  
FA: Chris Bozman, Matt Morgan Henderson July 2003

NF  North Face   **  D-  5.8 (ll)      200m
Approach with a long traverse from the base of the West Ridge or up the Victoria Glacier from the knoll camp 
below the west ridge.  Climb a small buttress about 50m to the right of the obvious big gully the splits the North 
Face, and which the winter route takes. Mostly low 5th class up corners and easy cracks. Descend down South Face.
FA: Curtis Lyon, John Waters, Mike Waters, Zsana Tulcsik 3 September, 2012

SY  Synchronicity   ***  D  5.10a (lll)      360m
Takes a line on the right (west) side of the North Face. Approach either up the lower west ridge to the shoulder at the 
base of the upper ridge or from the Victoria Glacier and gain lower slabs at the base of the face, rock or seasonal snow.
P1- thin seam with some good face holds to hands P2- steep blocky terrain to roof
P3- easily skirt to right of roof and continue up to gain obvious ledge that bisects the face and the two very different 
rock qualities/types. P4- shift slightly left on the ledge to gain the next weakness through some standard island run 
out. P5- interesting and steep with enough pro. Move up right edge of large block/broken corner to its top then 
continue to underside of small roof. P6- pull through roof and continue on straight to summit ridge
FA: Patrick Parker, Ryan Van Horne 23 August, 2014

ground steepens keep to the centre of the amphitheatre until a talus strewn ledge leads left, avoiding steeper 
terrain, into a high alcove. Above the alcove is a gully capped by a chockstone. Avoid the gully on steep rock on the 
right or a short 4th class step to the left onto the last few metres of the South Ridge. Walk gingerly along the ridge 
with the deep chasm of The Sceptre dropping away to the left. A few large boulders form a nice sheltered nook on 
the otherwise wickedly exposed summit. Descend the same route electing whether or not to take the more direct 
Original Route back to the snowfield. 
FA: Frank Stapley, Dave Williamson, August 1960

ER  East Ridge   **  AD-  low 5th class (lll)  1500m
Follow the approach details from Consort Creek to a high saddle at 900m between Victoria Peak and Queen Peak. 
From the end of the logging roads strike up direct for the base of the long, prominent East Ridge. Avoid the lowest 
scruffiest section by keeping to snow and gullies to the left until the ridge steepens and the ridge crest can be 
gained via a steep gully (5.7-5.8). Scramble up the crest of the ridge at 4th class until the ridge butts into a small 
headwall which can be turned on either side.
Traverse left over tricky ground (5.6) on loose rock. Work up onto the neighbouring crest where a series of ramps 
lead to easier rock (5.4). A gentler angled part of the ridge leads to the upper mountain with some steeper rock steps 
that can be easily avoided on the left toward the South Face. Aim for a prominent corner system left of the main 
pillar of the east summit. Climb this corner (5.7) to the East Summit and traverse across the boulderfield to the Main 
Summit. Descend the South Face until ledges lead back toward the east to the Victoria-Queen Saddle logging road.
FA: Chris Barner, Frank Somner 1977

PB   Perry - Bislin Route   **  D   low 5th Class (lll)      400m 
This clever route was used by the second ascentionists of Warden Peak to link up an ascent of  Victoria Peak and as 
such makes for an incredible alpine adventure and a crafty  ACC-VI IQ double-header. The route has been repeated 
recently and works. From the Victoria-Warden Col traverse out from the very foot of the Northeast Buttress on a series 
of ledges. Two low 5th class pitches up a corner system leads up onto easier 4th class ledges that can be followed 
left to join the South Face route, above the East Ridge Flats, which can then be climbed to the summit. To descend 
either retrace the route or descend into the south cirque, up onto the lower south ridge and over back to the west face. 
FA: Bill Perry and Franz Bislin, August 1972
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WR   West Ridge   ** AD   low 5th class to 5.8 (lll)      800m     
A long route with great exposure. The lower ridge is best reached from the WR500 approach or via WR380 to the 
knoll camp at the foot of the lower ridge. The upper route can be reached from base of Sceptre by a descending 
traverse off the lower south ridge. 
Start up nice 4th class with some avoidable loose rock. Steeper climbing begins at same level as base of the Sceptre 
with excellent scrambling over short steps on good rock which leads to a steep wall. Climb the wall (5.8) and more 
4th class scrambling to the base of a rock tower. Avoid the tower on an obvious ledge that leads rightwards into 
the Sceptre couloir. Finish direct up headwall as for SP or take the last few pitches of Sceptre. The easiest finish is 
keeping left along the blocky crest of the West Ridge to the summit.

SP   Summit or Plummet  **  TD-   5.10a A1 (lV)               700m (13p)                
A bold and serious climb up the impressive face to the left of The Sceptre. Approach from the west knoll up the bowl 
below the west face. Start up a 5.4 pitch aiming for the chimney system mid face. Climb 2 pitches with difficulties 
to 5.7/5.8. Once atop pitch three traverse 30m right & climb towards a large corner. Climb the corner and sneak 
out right before the top. Continue up and move to a large dihedral. Climb or aid thru the difficult upper section and 
once again exit right before the corner ends. Climb one more pitch and gain another ledge system. Aim up and left 
towards the prow of the steep upper headwall. Once at the upper headwall climb a fun 5.9 chimney/couloir- exit 
right 15 meters shy of the top. A few easy pitches and some scrambling between them will lead you to the summit.
FA: Hunter Lee, Karsten Klawitter 10 August, 2017

S   The Sceptre   **  D   5.8 (lll)                             600m (10p)                
Climbs the dramatic couloir splitting the southwest face with surprisingly solid rock and enjoyable climbing. Reached 
by heading up direct from WR500 or via lower south ridge with a descending traverse to the base of the route.  
Gain the base of the couloir direct on snow or through a rightward shallow corner, steep moves to a ledge (5.8). 
Scramble right over ledges to the base of short, steep wall. Climb the wall direct and several steps above (5.7). 
Continue up more steps as couloir narrows and rock quality improves. Climb an excellent face (5.8) to good belay. 
Above climb a water-polished corner up cracks to the left and gain an alcove to belay (5.7).
Stem out of the alcove and climb directly up the couloir (5.8). The couloir narrows into a chimney, break out left 
up a steep wall to a loose gully (5.8). Continue directly up the gully to a steep step and corner slab. Climb the slab 
and finish up blocky ground to the summit ridge crest.
FA: Curtis Lyon, Philip Stone, 14 August 1997

Victoria Peak southwest aspect from WR500, August.
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Karsten Klawitter leading one of the corner pitches on Summit or Plummet, Victoria Peak.                                      photo: Hunter Lee
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Victoria Peak

Warden Peak
John Waters on first winter ascent of ‘The Sceptre’, Victoria Peak.                                 photo: Curtis Lyon

Warden and Victoria Peaks northwest aspect seen from Mt Schoen, November.

NF

Winter Routes
SF    South Face   *  AD   4th class AI2 (ll)   300m

Attribution of the first winter climb of Victoria Peak is a mystery but it is likely it was via the South Face route and 
the peak has certainly been climbed more recently by this route. Approach from either the White River or Gold 
River-West Main logging roads to the lower south ridge. Follow the summer description into the South Cirque and 
then up the summit tower climbing on more snow, ice and/or mixed 3rd class rock to one last steep step before 
the top. Descend the same route.

NF  North Face    **   D+   5.10 AI4 (lV)  300m      
Approach the Victoria Glacier either by hiking directly up the timbered slope on the flagged route from WR381 or 
traversing across the west flank of the mountain from WR380. Hike up the glacier to the centre of the North Face 
to start. Steep mixed climbing up ice falls and rock bands leads in to a narrow chimney with a 5.10 pitch near the 
top.  Route tops out in a high gap between the two peaks. An exposed traverse across the South Face leads to the 
main summit.
FA: Rick Johnson, Don Newman, Matt Lunney January 1986

Note: “A serious attempt still incomplete. The party chose not to take bolts and was unable to protect the final difficult 
pitch (chimney with chockstone blocking the way ).  Several pitches of steep snow, short steep bands of verglass-
covered rock to about 5.7/8. Some protection.”
-Rick Johnson

S  The Sceptre   *** D+   AI3   (lV)  600m
Approach directly through the meadows below the northwest face from the WR500 logging road spur. Climb 
150m of easy snow up the base fan into the Couloir proper. Tackle the crux pitch (AI3) where the gully narrows, 
conditions may vary from fat ice to mixed conditions, keep left in lean ice cover. Above is a pitch of steep snow and 
narrow ice runnels.  Then climb a short awkward groove to a nice 10m AI3 ice runnel to reach the finishing slopes.  
Climb 70° snow then an unprotected funky rock band and a little snow to finish keeping to the narrow chimney 
direct towards the top (the summer climb breaks out left, avoiding the final chimney).   
Descend the south face or rappel the route with 7 raps & down-climbing.  (IB 2009 p.5)
FA: John Waters, Curtis Lyon, Louis Monjo March 8, 2009
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Warden Peak

South face of Warden Peak seen from Crown Mountain, January.

Warden Peak

Warden Peak
6,460 ft./ 1,969m
Warden Peak is an odd but spectacular, columnar-basalt tower northeast of Victoria Peak 
overlooking the White River valley. Geologically Warden is the side-vent of an extinct volcano, 
the main vent being Victoria Peak. It’s easy to see this geography text book diagram come to life on the massif 
as the dark, almost black rock of the volcanic core is in stark contrast to the lighter rust-coloured basalt and salt & 
pepper granite on the lower flanks of the massif.
Although lower than Victoria Peak, Warden is a fun peak to climb and is notable for its pillar-shape, incredible rock 
quality, exposure and views of its higher neighbour. There have been some great adventurous ascents of Warden 
Peak especially in the pioneer days of the 1960s before logging roads began to penetrate the White River valley 
greatly easing access. The first ascents of the peak were arduous undertakings even with floatplane access to Stewart 
Lake. Now the east side of the massif is all but forgotten in favour of the high roads on the west flanks.
There is considerable potential for numerous technical climbs on Warden’s summit tower. A ledge almost completely 
encircles the upper pinnacle making access to the top 150m relatively easy. 
First Ascent: Pat Guilbride, Peter Perfect, Kurt Pfeiffer July 9, 1968.
First Winter Ascent: Don Newman, Sandy Briggs, Claire Ebendinger, Valerio Faraoni   30, January  1994
Map Sheet: 92 L/1 Schoen Lake - GR 0749
Approaches: Historically, as described, Victoria Peak was approached from the east out of Consort Creek and a gully 
to the northeast from the valley between Warden and Queen Peak that leads straight up to the Victoria-Warden col 
was used to reach the smaller peak directly.
Now Warden Peak is best approached from the west side via Sayward and the White River Main logging road. 
Follow the driving directions for the White River Main (see page 318) to the upper White River bridge and 1 km 
past this bridge turn left onto branch WR 380. This spur switchbacks steeply up the lower flanks for Victoria Peak’s 
west ridge to an elevation of 1000m.
From the current end of the road it is a short thrash across the clearcut block into the standing old-growth. Strike 
straight up the hillside keeping to the crest of the ridge. A 300m ascent arrives at a prominent, flat-topped knoll 

Summer
Winter

Mike Boyd scrambling up the West Ridge of Victoria Peak                                         photo: Josh  Overdijk
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just under the treeline on the west ridge. There is ample water and great camping here. Rumour has it though, that 
in summer it may be among the most insect infested places on Vancouver Island! It is a short but steep descent 
of 100m into the base of the Victoria Glacier cirque  where there is a pretty alpine lake and another possible camp 
site, closer to the mountain but without the open views of the knoll.
A flagged route can also be used from logging road spur WR 381 which is currently much lower than WR 380. 
Locate the flagging near the end of this spur and climb up through the steep forest to the open alpine basin below 
the Victoria Glacier. 
From the base of the Victoria Glacier cirque below Victoria Peak’s northwest face, at 1200m, head north across the 
base of a wide open meadow with numerous streams between heather & wildflowers or seasonal snow. Gradually 
begin ascending on the far north side of the cirque base up a boulderfield forested with very small alpine trees to 
a moraine rib alongside the main creek draining the glacier.
Follow the right (south) side of the creek upwards as it runs down a very prominent gully through bands of cliffs. 
Cross to the left (north) side of the creek as needed and conditions dictate. At 1350m is an excellent high camp 
option on a shelf jutting out from the creek gully. Continue up the gully if snow conditions allow or alternatively 
take the rock slabs on its right (south) side up to 1550m.
A prominent rock slab and snow slope runs across the cirque providing a route away from the exposure to slides 
off the glacier and heading toward the Victoria-Warden col and Warden Peak. Follow the shelf as it enters the long, 
narrow gully that runs parallel to the base or Warden’s West Ridge. From here the upper part of the West Ridge 
can be reached by a short traverse on easy ledges.
Ascend the gully directly to the lowest point along the Victoria-Warden col and then head north keeping to the west 
side to a small promontory just below Warden’s south face.
A long traverse can also be made from Victoria Peak’s lower south ridge under the southwest face and across the 
west side of the massif onto the Victoria Glacier to the Victoria-Warden col.
Additional Info: CAJ 1967 p.54, IB: 1990-Fall p.15, 1995 p.26, 1996 p.9, 2004 p.15, 2008 p.16

Warden Peak west aspect from Victoria lower west ridge camp, July.
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Warden Peak

Looking across, northward from the summit of Victoria Peak at Warden Peak and the White River valley, August.

Routes
PG  Perfect Guilbride Pfeiffer Route ** PD   4th Class to 5.4  (ll) 150m 
A fantastic, varied climb with all the elements of a classic alpine ascent. Short, manageable difficulties and bushels 
of exposure! Originally approached from Stewart Lake & traversing the east face of Victoira Peak to the Victoria-
Warden col. Now more directly approached from the White River roads from the west.
From the Victoria-Warden col head left (north) up a steep snow/scree slope to the shoulder at the foot of the south 
side of Warden’s summit tower. Traverse left around to the west side of the tower at 1840m on a distinctive band 
of rusty red scree and/or seasonal snow to the base of a gully that separates Warden Peak to the right from its 
smaller northwest summit to the left. 
If full of snow the gully is an easy climb. In later season as the snow melts the gully is still straightforward, with 
difficulties avoided up a band of loose red flakes on the left wall to gain a ledge that leads easily back into the gully. 
Pass a pair of chockstones easily with good snow cover, or shimmy behind them with no snow. Exit the gully as 
it narrows to a chimney and arrive at an exposed but roomy col between the northwest and main summits (60m 
AI1, 4th class to 5.4).
Make an exposed traverse out to the left across the north face of the main summit tower, on solid rock. A looser ledge 
or seasonal snow leads to an obvious line of weakness into a gully. Belay if needed in the gully (60m exposed 4th 
class AI1). Continue directly up the gully keeping left toward the top for the easier ground or look for something 
more testing to the right. (60m 4th class). (CAJ 1967 p.54)
Descend the same route line with up to 5x 30m rappels.
FA: Pat Guilbride, Peter Perfect, Kurt Pfeiffer July 9, 1968

WR  West Ridge   ** AD   5th Class (lll)  400m
The West Ridge is the prominent lefthand skyline of Warden Peak as viewed from Victoria Peak and the approaches 
to its south. Originally climbed straight from the valley in early spring conditions as far as the summit block. Can 
also be accessed from either the base of the Victoria Glacier cirque at 1100m or from higher up off the approach 
to the Victoria-Warden col at 1500m. Once on the ridge follow the crest with one band of loose rock (4th Class to 
low 5th Class) and ‘pretty serious exposure’. 
It’s uncertain if the route has been completed up the summit tower. The upper two steps would certainly be 5th class. 
First Attempt: Len Zedel, John Robertson 15 May 1980
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